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Abstract 

Dryland farming of winter crops in Western Australia (WA) is about risk management. The agronomic Nitrogen-Use 

Efficiency (NUE), for example, is extremely variable and demonstrates this risk for growers. Among other factors, variation 

in NUE reflects fluctuating seasonal weather events. Growers therefore apply N tactically in-season to match soil N supply 

and plant N demand depending on yield potential. This is site and season specific. Despite best management practices, 

including utilising various tools to aid more informed N decisions, the NUE remains relatively low. More research is 

necessary to make rainfed agriculture in WA more resilient, sustainable and profitable. 
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1. Nitrogen use and crop production in WA 

Nitrogen use increased from 250 000 tonnes (2002) to 450 

000 tonnes (2018). Crop production also trended upwards, 

ranging between  6 – 18 Mio tonnes. Total N use increased 

due to expanding areas of cereal and canola cropping. 

Changes in soil management practices, addressing soil and 

logistical constraints (average farm size is ~ 5000 ha), also 

increased yield potentials and N demand. Yields, however, 

are relatively low and fluctuate, depending on climate 

(drought, water logging, frost, heat stress) and soil conditions 

(infertile, leaching soils with low water and nutrient holding 

capacity). Higher yielding varieties require more N, but plant 

N uptake is periodic. Growers have to balance profitability of 

N fertiliser against the risk of possibly low (or even no) 

returns.  

2. Agronomic NUE 

About 8 Mio ha are under dryland cropping in WA.  

Pasture and legume cropping areas are declining, causing a 

stronger reliance on mineral fertiliser N. To indicate 

profitablility of such N applications in responsive situations, 

the agronomic NUE from CSBP N trials are shown (Fig. 1). 

Field trials were conducted across the WA grain belt. 

Variability of NUE is displayed for typical application rates 

of 40-120 kg N/ha. NUE (kg grain/kg N applied) mainly 

ranged between 0-20. Corresponding yields ranged from 1-6 

t/ha, proteins were between 7.5 – 15 %, indicated that plots 

were sometimes under-fertilised. Values of Figure 1 are in 

line with the reported low NUE on a national level (Aarons 

et al., 2017; Angus and Grace, 2017).  

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Agronomic NUE of CSBP nitrogen trials (points 

represent the highest yielding wheat plot per trial) with the 

breakeven line based on current Urea costs.  
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3. Improving NUE 

CSBP trials have experimented with different N products, 

rates, timings and placements. In most instances banding N 

at seeding, splitting N applications in-season, using UAN 

liquid fertiliser and matching N rates with plant demand 

using soil and plant tissue testing has improved NUE, but it 

does not eliminate the risk of over- or under-fertilising.  
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